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Striking the
Perfect Balance
Juggling the demands of leadership and the rest of your life is one of the biggest challenges for
leaders. GC speaks to some of the UAE’s busiest CEO’s about work-life balance and
whether or not it differs in the East and West.
By shane phillips

Tony Mahoney

CEO, Bank Dhofar

"The very phrase work-life balance
suggests that the two cannot be achieved
together; i.e. you are either working or living.
I disagree. The role of the CEO is about enjoying
working whilst delivering results."

Ron Herman

CEO, Mubadala GE Capital

"The UAE and the broader region is primarily
a relationship based economy. Deeper working
relationships bode well for a more enjoyable working
experience making work life balance less of an issue
and more of a benefit to working in the
Middle East region."
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Rob Broedelet

Country Manager, UAE ABN AMRO

‘Work hard, play hard’ can be used quite
literally in Dubai. It all comes down to your
attitude in living. My attitude says, work and
life are perfect compliments and the UAE has
everything on offer for all to enjoy.”

Mohamed Berro

CEO, Al Hilal Bank

“Today you are competing against the entire world.
You have to be smart, you have to be focused, you have
to work hard. I think no matter where you are in the
world today, those in the top 10% of their profession are
committed and end up working longer hours.
That doesn’t change if you are in London,
Dubai, or Shanghai.”

Barry Salzberg

Global CEO, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited

“The young generation in the Middle East is different than the
one preceding it, very much like in the West. In both regions,
their views about how, when and where work can be done differs from prior generations. They tend to be super-achievers
and demand much greater work-life balance. Middle East
labour laws may not yet offer the flexible work arrangements
present in the West, but progress is being made.”
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